
Enlightened Futures Trading.  

EFT is a futures journal established to bring 
truth and understanding to the world of human 
trade rooms. Retail traders are bombarded 
with advisements of trade rooms that achieve 
great wealth, financial success and 
spectacular profits. Furthermore, over 200 
new rooms formed every year since 2012, so 

the number of choices is overwhelming.  ETF evaluates trade rooms by three criteria: 
posting of a truthful track record, achieving a net profit of $50K per year and trading 
transparently in real time. EFT has directly evaluated all known trade rooms (nearly 1200) to 
help the retail trader select those that meet the selected criteria. ETF also evaluates track 
records, methods, strategies and other aspects of trading. Publication will be on a quarterly 
basis.  
 
Dean A Handley, PhD, MBA, JD. Editor-In-Chief. Dr. Dean is 

first author on nearly 120 peer-reviewed papers in prestigious medical, scientific and 
business journals. In the past many years of futures trading Dr. Dean has been openly 
critically of futures trade rooms that sell products and services that are not in the best 
interests of traders. This confrontation has gone on for 5 years, in over 50 publications and 
over 200 formal documented complaints to the CFTC and other agencies.  His publications 
include papers and videos in the field of futures trading, trade ethics and law, mathematical 
evaluations of trade profits and effective selection of best trade rooms and trade rooms to 
avoid. Previously an Associate Editor for MarketClips, Dr. Dean has established truthful, 
transparent and profitable the mantra for trade room evaluation. His publications, 
presentations and videos are located at: globaltradetitans.com.   
 
Editorial Staff: in final selection 

  
Individual Contributions: Individual retail traders may submit articles that 

establish room value, integrity and truthfulness or the direct lack of these qualities and 
attributes. Guidelines for submission are in final review but will involve submission 
according to an established format, required content and specific analysis.  
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This paper is a first of its kind – a truthful, mathematically driven, detailed analysis of posted track records like 

nothing you have ever read. I generated this educational conspectus to form a standard method to assess 

posted records.  I use all current 2016 data available (7 months) as of the final writing of this article, convert it 

into gross P/L normalized to 3 contracts/trade, then to net P/L by removing round trip costs.  Extrapolating 7 

months data to 12 months (for annualized returns) and standardizing to a $10,000 starting account, I will 

establish the 2016 projected net percentage profit from each record of the following rooms: 

 

This publication is an unprecedented summary and comprehensive analysis, correlation and comparison of 

trade room track records. It will equip you with the understanding and approach I use to establish trade room 

worthiness and value. 

 

Cost: $9.99, use PayPal purchase button. 


